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Carol Stocker gardening chat: Tonight they will feature a video tour of my home garden. It contains gardening
advice for each week of the year and makes a great gift. Cricketmary I have a daylily garden that has always
had a few spiderworts in it. I like to contrast of the colors but this year it seems as though half the garden is
blue. Is this something that is going to take over? The same thing has happened in my garden. The hot rainy
weather must have particularly suited this weed. Fortunately, it pulls out easily, especially when the soil is
slightly damp, so I am currently gently yanking on those bright blue flowers to rid my garden of it before it
goes to seed in the next couple of weeks. Any recommendations on fragrant roses to plant? Here are some of
the most fragrant, disease resistant and long blooming: Double Delight, a bicolored hibrid tea, Mr. Lincoln, a
red hybrid tea, Scentsational, which has red and white stripes. Most of the David Austin shrub roses such as
yellow Graham Thomas are bread for fragrance. These are bred from the old fashioned shrub roses which are
also fragrant, but unlike them, David Austin rosese bloom more than one a year. Rosa Rugosa roses are also
fragrant and very tough, but unfortunately, not good for cutting as the flower wild rapidly. Could be an annual.
I would recommend a climbing rose as they are the longest flowering vine. New Dawn, which is the best of
the bunch, will produce fragrant pink flowers from June to November if you cut off the spent flowers before
they go to seed by swelling into "rose hips. You will have to tie the rose bush to the post This is called
training. You can often find such bargains in unexpected places. If the plants look good and healthy, go ahead
and buy them. They may be so inexpensive because this is the "wrong" time to plant them. But all you have to
do to compensate for that is make sure you water them deeply one a week through July and August. Hanging
planters need the most watering because moisture evaporates from the soil on all sides. They really do need to
be watered once a day in hot weather. It would help to have a watering wand with a coiled lightweight hose
that attaches to your kitchen sink. This is a godsend for container plants close to the house that need frequent
watering. The second most important thing is to pinch or shear off spent blossoms so the plants keep
blooming. Once they are allowed to "go to seed" they stop flowering and die, having completed their mission.
I would unhook and bring the planter down from its hanging position every week or two and soak the whole
planter in a bucket of water with a very small amount of liquid soluable fertilizer dissolved in it for about a
half hour. During this time, I would pinch off or cut back all the branches that have finished blooming. Often,
once a pot has totally become bone dry, the soil hardens and when you try to water it, the water rolls off and
around the edges instead of sinking in. After it has absorbed water in this way, the root ball will soften enough
that you can hang it back overhead and water it in the normal way with a hose unless it totally dries out again.
To make it easier for yourself, try to buy drought resistant plants, including those especially bred for planting
in windowboxes and containers. They include followering verbena, salvia, sweet allysum, portulaca, African
daisies and annual geraniums. Foliage plants with silver leaves, such as dusty miller, provide accents and need
little moisture. Anne I live in Plymouth and planted five hydrangea plants last year. A new varety called
something like "constant bloom. Is there a fertiilzer or something I can use to increase the size of the plants?
You probably bought "Endless Summer" the brand new every-blooming colored hydrangea. The main
problem your plants are having is that they are still very young. It take most perennials three years to reach
youthful maturity, but shrubs about 5 years, and trees about 25 years. Hydrangeas look like perennials but they
are really shrubs. They should grow bigger and more able to hold up their heads after they get a few years
growth on them. In the meantime, concentrate on watering, not fertilizing. PM I have a perennial garden that is
overrun with weeds. How do I clear them out without impacting the prennials? The good news is that the
garden soil should be moist and loose enough that weeks are easy to pull out by hand. When in doubt about
what is a weed and what is a perennial, give the plant a little tug. Most weeks are annuals and will pull out
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easily while most perennials are strongly anchored by their roots. If you make a mistake and pull out a
perennial thinking that it is a weed, just replant it immediately and it will probably hardly notice. Once you
have weeded out your perennial garden, you can help prevent future weeds by cutting the perennials down at
the end of October and then covering the entire bed with a three inch layer of bark mulch. In the spring the
perennials will grow through the bark mulch but annual weed seeds will be inhibited from sprouting. The
Garden in the Woods in Framingham is a great resource for people interested in Natives. I do tolerate a certain
number of weeds but when the population of a particular species seems to explode, such as Trandescantia did
in my garden this year but not in non-garden areas I focus on getting rid of it.
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Many of the materials are readily available for the home flower arranger or have equivalents that can be found
in your own backyard. Instead Hall gathered a harvest-themed cornucopia of fruits, ornamental vegetables,
and wild nuts. Each element is clustered to create solid blocks of color and texture. The central groupings of
three green Granny Smith apples, three purple baby artichokes, and three small green ornamental cabbages all
share the quality of roundness, creating a mounded effect. As he moved out from the center, Hall chose
increasingly spiky materials as a counterpoint. Three clusters of smaller coneflower seed heads are also round
in outline, but bristly in texture with the individual seeds starting out black at the base but turning burnished
orange at their tips. At this point, many people would have considered this centerpiece complete, but Hall
encircled it with a spiral of brown autumn clematis vine, stripped of its flowers and leaves, to tie all the
elements together like a delicate ribbon on a birthday present. The corkscrew tendrils questing off the main
vine contribute their small gestures, and the whole centerpiece seems to be in motion. The subdued coloration
contributes to an autumnal feeling. Though this is a primarily green arrangement, the secondary use of the
color brown in twigs and vines hints that winter is coming. The Japanese raku vessel has earth tones washed
with a very pale green glaze. The surface is pocked with dark stipples and cracks to suggest the process of
decay. The only flowers in the arrangement are hydrangeas and they reinforce this sense of impending
decomposition. Rather than the typically sky-blue billowy hydrangeas of summer, Hall used green hydrangeas
mottled with the same Gothic purple of the artichokes. He irreverently crams these flower heads into crevices
between the groupings of primary materials, holding the other components together. This could be an effective
use for the weathered old hydrangea flower heads you may find now in your garden. They offer more texture
than color. Boneheal Eupatorium rugosum or sedum Autumn Joy could also be used as filler. Pine needle
twigs, or seed heads of ornamental grasses such a pennisetum or miscanthus could replace wheat sheaves.
Seed heads of rudbeckia could stand in for coneflower. Pine cones still attached to branches could serve the
same function as oak twigs. You could also experiment with grapevine or Virginia creeper in place of clematis
vine. These plants are stuck into damp Oasis, a green foam used by flower arrangers inside containers.
Grocery items such as apples or artichokes are pinned in position with 6-inch wooden cooking skewers, and
can be replaced as needed for season-spanning display.
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The Boston Globe Illustrated New England Gardening Almanac is designed for gardeners of all levels. The first-time
gardener will have a complete year-round bible to follow for creating any type of garden.
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It is a file download of Boston Illustrated England Gardening Almanac that you can be safe this for free at
racedaydvl.com Boston, Lincolnshire - Wikipedia Boston is a town and small port in Lincolnshire, on the east coast of
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England, approximately miles ( km) north of London.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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She is also the author of "The Boston Globe Illustrated New England Gardening Almanac" and has appeared regularly
on television with Emily Rooney on WGBH and on NECN. She lives and gardens in Milton.
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The house for sale behind the public library in West Roxbury had what realtors would call "a problem." The drive up the
dead end to the Colonial-style house ran alongside a CVS pharmacy.
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